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24 Scientifically-Based Ways to

Lower Stress Quickly

Welcome

Welcome, and congratulations on taking the first step towards living a life where you're
able to feel calm and centered and be productive no matter what's happening around you.

The 24 scientifically-based Feel Good Habits you're about to uncover are the foundation of
your Green Zone life.

The more often you use them, the better you'll feel. To feel and perform your best every
day, we recommend using them periodically throughout the day—especially when you
recognize you're in The Red Zone.

For ease of access, print out the lists below and keep them in a visible place, like on a
bulletin board or on your fridge.

Each of these Feel Good Habits will help you feel less stressed and shift you towards 
The Green Zone quickly.

We're excited for you to try them and we hope they make a difference in your life.

Sincerely,
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First, identify which Zone you're in using The Feel Good Scale. If you're in The Red or Yellow
Zone, move to Part II: Stress Reduction.

How to Use Feel Good Habits

With The Stress Reset Method™

Part I: Stress Recognition

The Red Zone

The Yellow Zone

The Green Zone

The Feel Good Scale

Fight, Flight, or Freeze
Anxious
Reactive
Disconnected

The Stress Response
The Red Zone The Yellow Zone (4-7)

Rest and Digest
Calm
Present
Engaged

The Relaxation Response
The Green Zone

Irritated
Fatigued
Distracted
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Part II: Stress Reduction

Don't believe what you're thinking or feeling. Don't trust any of your
impulses and don't take any action. Remember, you're seeing the world
through a distorted lens.

How to Use Feel Good Habits

With The Stress Reset Method™

Step 1: Stop

Take at least 10 deep, abdominal breaths in and out
through the nose. Deep, abdominal breathing is the single most effective
way out of The Red Zone.

Step 2: Slow Down & Breathe

Engage in a Feel Good Habit that allows you to connect to The Green Zone.
On the following two pages, you'll find a list of scientifically-based activities
to help you get there.

As you do these activities, be sure to anchor your feelings of enjoyment for
at least 15 seconds in order to rewire your brain towards the positive.

Step 3: Go With a Feel Good Habit
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Visualize a 
peaceful setting

Stretch Connect with a
colleague

Meditate

Eat a healthy 
snack

Enjoy a cup of 
coffee or tea

Go for
a walk

Listen to an
uplifting song

Play a
game

Watch an
 inspirational clip

Doodle

Think of what 
I'm grateful for
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Feel Good Habits for Home



Give someone
a gift

Listen to music Cook a delicious
meal at home

Create art

Take a bathVolunteer in my
community

Go for
a hike

Call a friend See a friend
in person

Spend some time
in nature

Exercise

See a 
movie

Feel Good Habits for Work
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These Feel Good Habits are an excellent foundation for living in The Green Zone. 

If you're seriously committed to reducing your stress and enhancing your work
performance, there's no better way to do that than with The Stress Reset Program.

In this 6-week proven program, you'll learn to use The Stress Reset Method™ to transform
the way you feel and work. With our guidance, you'll be able to make every day a Green
Zone Day.

But don't just take our word for it... The Stress Reset Method™ has helped 95% of our
program participants get significant relief from stress.

To get all of the details, go to www.thestressreset.co.

Want to Go Deeper Into 

The Green Zone?

Enroll in The Stress Reset Online Program
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"Nothing short of life-changing."

"The first week I began this program, I felt more joy than I had in the last 5
years. It's been nothing short of life-changing."

-Ericka Tapper, Program Participant

http://thestressreset.co/

